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Categorising NETs 
 

 
 
Two dimensions used 
 
Capture mechanism:  
Direct (chemical) vs  
indirect (biological) 
 
Final storage: 
Mineralised, pressurised, 
dissolved, or biotic. 



The scale of need for NETs is likely to be 
significant, even with accelerated mitigation 

Mitigation (pink wedge) 
assumes delivery of 
Copenhagen pledges 
followed by 80-95% 
reductions in Annex 1 
countries and around 55% 
reductions elsewhere by 
2050 - delivers ~ 500 ppm. 
 
To achieve 350 ppm  
negative emissions (other 
colours) must total  
1200Gt-CO2 (24Gt pa over 
50 years). 
 



But all NETs face one or more constraints or obstacles 



Few are even close to proven, and those with 
most potential scale are likely to be costly 



Moral hazard is real and may well prove 
unavoidable 

 The apparent availability of NETs may reduce 
mitigation effort 
 But reduced mitigation is only rational if NETs prove deployable at 

lower cost and the climate impacts permitted are reversible 

 Use of NETs instead of mitigation means any co-benefits of that 
mitigation are lost  

 
 Potentially limited capacity of NETs may be 

exhausted by use as offsets  
 NETs will be used as offsets if incorporated into carbon markets 



There are very real constraints or limits 
to the deployment of NETs 

 The research identified two major 
constraints which will be discussed in turn 

 Geological storage for captured CO2 

 Surplus sustainable biological productivity - 
underpinning all biotic and indirect approaches 

 

 Collectively these impact on the majority of 
techniques identified 



Geological storage is finite, and may be 
limiting 

 Different approaches to geological storage face different 
constraints and costs. 

 For exhausted oil and gas reservoirs and saline aquifers, 
200Gt CO2 capacity is 'virtually certain‘ and 2000Gt CO2 
'likely‘ (IPCC 2005).  

 Experience  in validating estimates in smaller areas and the 
challenges of  implementing storage in practice suggests a 
cautious estimate of 400-500Gt CO2.  

 Over 50 years, a total capacity of 400Gt would permit 8Gt pa 
negative emissions (a 50ppm reduction).  

 Globally reducing concentrations by 250ppm would use all of 
the IPCC's 'likely' estimate, even if reserved for NETs, and 
none used by fossil CCS. 

 Storage is not evenly distributed geographically. 



Bio-productivity is limited, and faces 
multiple competing uses 

 The technological capacity of NETs such as BECCS or 
biochar is likely to exceed sustainable supply of biomass 

 Experience with biofuels suggests that policy pressure to 
increase supply would risk a range of negative 
environmental and social impacts and might not achieve 
emissions objectives 

 The sustainable level of capacity may vary significantly 
depending on the NET involved 

 There are unresolved issues in carbon accounting for 
biomass issues 



Reflections and lessons for governance 

 Justice implications within and between generations 
could be severe 

 Corporate control risks inappropriate development and 
deployment of NETs 

 NETs will add further complexity to UNFCCC 
negotiations (with little incentive for unilateral action) 

 NETs should possibly be excluded from carbon markets 
to reduce moral hazard 

 Specifically targeted support and incentives would seem 
more appropriate 

 
 
 



Thanks 

 Copies of the full research reports and assessment 
spreadsheet can be downloaded at: 

 
 sites.google.com/site/mclarenerc  


